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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

A new satellite-based algorithm for rainfall retrieval in high spatio-temporal resolution for
Ecuador is presented. The algorithm relies on the precipitation information from the Integrated
Multi-SatEllite Retrieval for the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) (IMERG) and infrared
(IR) data from the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-16 (GOES-16). It was
developed to (i) classify the rainfall area (ii) assign the rainfall rate. In each step, we selected
the most important predictors and hyperparameter tuning parameters monthly. Between 19
April 2017 and 30 November 2017, brightness temperature derived from the GOES-16 IR
channels and ancillary geo-information were trained with microwave-only IMERG-V06 using
random forest (RF). Validation was done against independent microwave-only IMERG-V06
information not used for training. The validation results showed the new rainfall retrieval
technique (multispectral) outperforms the IR-only IMERG rainfall product. This offers using
the multispectral IR data can improve the retrieval performance compared to single-spectrum
IR approaches. The standard verification scored a median Heidke skill score of ~0.6 for the rain
area delineation and R between ~0.5 and ~0.62 for the rainfall rate assignment, indicating
uncertainties for Andes’s high elevation. Comparison of RF rainfall rates in 2 km2 resolution
with daily rain gauge measurements reveals the correlation of R = ~0.33.
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Introduction
Precipitation is necessary to study the hydrological cycle
and to support water management. In areas character
ized by a coarse network of operational rain gauge
stations, highly variable spatiotemporal precipitation
patterns cannot fully be captured. This particularly
holds for regions with a complex climate and topogra
phy (Seidel et al., 2019). Ecuador is one of such areas;
the Andes Mountains characterize the country with the
highest peaks exceeding elevations of 6268 m above sea
level (m.a.s.l.), bordered by the Amazon region in the
east and the lowlands of the Pacific coast, where the
southern coastal part has a semi-arid climate (Buytaert
et al., 2006; Ochoa-Tocachi et al., 2016; Rollenbeck &
Bendix, 2011). Because the rain gauge network is coarse
in Ecuador, satellite-based rainfall products represent
an alternative source of reliable and area-wide informa
tion on rainfall.
Several products exist to derive rainfall from single
or multispectral visible (VIS)/infrared (IR) and micro
wave (MW) sensors, and from merged MW and VIS/
IR sensors (e.g., Climate Prediction Center
MORPHing technique (CMORPH) (Joyce et al.,
2004), Precipitation Estimation from Remotely
Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks
(PERSIANN) (Behrangi et al., 2009; Hong et al., 2004),
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and Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
MultiSatellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA)
(Huffman et al., 2007)).
Concerning the combination of geostationary
(GEO) IR with MW sensors on polar-orbiting satel
lites, empirical relationships between IR data and
MW-based precipitation information can be derived
for rainfall at a high spatiotemporal resolution (Adler
et al., 1993; Kummerow & Giglio, 1995; Xu et al.,
1999). Hong et al. (2004), Huffman et al. (2007),
Kidd et al. (2003), Levizzani et al. (2007), and Todd
et al. (2001) used the probability matching method
between the cumulative distribution functions of the
MW rain rate and the IR brightness temperature.
Regression methods were applied by Kuligowski
(2002), Martin et al. (1990), Miller et al. (2001), and
Vicente et al. (1998), in which the MW-based rainfall
estimates were related to coincident IR data. Huffman
et al. (2007) merged TRMM rainfall information with
MW and GEO IR data in the TMPA product with
accurate precipitation estimates at a high spatiotem
poral resolution. Typically, MW-based rainfall data
are used to calibrate IR-based products and fill the
spatial and temporal gaps where MW data is not
available. The Integrated Multi-SatEllite Retrieval for
the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM)
(IMERG), the TRMM successor, the GPM (Huffman
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et al., 2015) mission with its GPM core satellite and the
so-called GPM constellation, provides a new global
30-min precipitation product with a 0.1° resolution
(Huffman et al., 2015). Different studies have indi
cated the higher performance of the IMERG compared
to other global satellite-based rainfall products (Chen
& Li, 2016; Guo et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; Manz et al.,
2017; Prakash et al., 2016).
In Ecuador, several satellite-based rainfall products
have been evaluated against gauge networks.
PERSIANN (Hong et al., 2004) shows low consistency
with daily rain gauge registration (Ward et al., 2011) in
rain area detection. Manz et al. (2017) compared the
performance of TMPA and the IMERG against gauge
data at different temporal (hourly, three-hourly, daily)
resolutions. The IMERG showed better rain area
detection and rainfall estimation than TMPA, particu
larly in the high Andes. In another study by Erazo et al.
(2018) in the high Andes, TRMM 3B43 Version 7
retrievals showed a high correlation of approximately
0.82 on a monthly scale compared to the interpolated
gauge information at a spatial resolution of 0.25°.
Concerning the above-stated use of multiple sen
sors to increase the accuracy of satellite-based rainfall
retrievals, new-generation GEO multispectral sensors,
such as Meteosat Second-Generation Spinning
Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (MSG
SEVIRI), HIMAWARI, and the Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite 16 (GOES-16),
offer the potential to use more spectral bands for rain
fall retrieval. This higher spectral information can
improve the IR-only part of the IMERG product,
relying solely on the 10.8 µm channel. Several studies
have documented improved satellite-based rainfall
estimation by integrating full spectral information
compared to a single IR channel (Behrangi et al.,
2010; Giannakos & Feidas, 2013; Kolbe et al., 2020;
Kühnlein et al., 2014a, 2014b; Meyer et al., 2017;
Turini et al., 2019).
On the regional scale, new GEO satellite systems
offer the possibility to retrieve rainfall information at a
higher spatiotemporal resolution compared to the
IMERG product (GOES-16 (10 min, 2 km2), MSG
SEVIRI (15 min, 3 km2), and HIMAWARI (10 min,
2 km2)). This would allow capturing smaller-scale
rainfall events that occur due to topographic forcing
and other local precipitation processes in a more
accurate way (Abatzoglou et al., 2009; Derin et al.,
2016; Manz et al., 2017; Satgé et al., 2016).
Although the remote sensing of rainfall at a high
spatiotemporal resolution is becoming more preva
lent, the main challenge of combining data from
diverse sensors to make strides in inconsistency, pre
cision, scope, and convenient rainfall estimates still
remains (Behrangi et al., 2010). Recently, machine
learning (ML) techniques have been used to retrieve
rainfall from multispectral GEO data (Behrangi et al.,

2009; Capacci & Conway, 2005; Grimes et al., 2003;
Hong et al., 2004; Kolbe et al., 2020; Kühnlein et al.,
2014a, 2014b; Meyer et al., 2017; Min et al., 2019;
Turini et al., 2019). They offer high potential for deal
ing with nonlinear and complex relationships between
a target variable, such as rainfall, and its predictors
(Meyer et al., 2016).
The objective of this study was to provide accurate
rainfall information at a high spatiotemporal resolu
tion for Ecuador. We aimed to develop an algorithm
to generate regionally adapted rainfall products for
Ecuador based on the new GOES-16 system. The
high spatiotemporal resolution of GOES-16 offers
excellent potential to provide rainfall information in
a quasi-continuous manner. The algorithm uses mul
tispectral IR from GOES-16 to estimate surface rainfall
rates based on RF (Breiman, 2001). Microwave-only
precipitation information from IMERG-V06 was used
as a reference to train the RF model (see the IMERG
section for more detail). The developed algorithm
includes two steps: (i) Classification of the rainfall
area and (ii) assignment of the rainfall rate. In each
step, feature selection and tuning of the RF model are
implemented. We validated the RF model results
against the independent microwave-based IMERGV06 rainfall data not used for model training. To
analyze a potential improvement in comparison to
algorithms that rely only on one infrared channel we
also validated the results of the IMERG IR-only data
set against the MW-based rainfall data. Additionally,
we applied the RF models to an independent time
period and validated the results with independent
gauge data. In this step, we also validated the results
of the IR-only IMERG products against the gauge
data.

Methodology and data
The architecture and configuration of the rainfall
retrieval model
We developed a new satellite-based rainfall retrieval
method that uses a combination of GEO data and
polar orbiting MW-based rainfall information to pro
duce high spatio-temporal rainfall information. The
novelty is the application of machine learning random
forest methods for this purpose. Microwave-only pre
cipitation information from the IMERG-V06 was used
as a reference to train the RF models. The RF rainfall
retrieval algorithm workflow is shown in Figure 1. The
algorithm was developed in a processing framework in
Python 2.7 using the Scikit-learn 0.20.2 package
(Pedregosa et al., 2011).
In the first step, the predictors and the target vari
able (i.e., rainfall) are processed to generate training/
validation and application datasets in the same spatio
temporal resolution. Rainfall area delineation is then
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Figure 1. The adapted workflow of the rainfall retrieval for Ecuador with the new GOES-16 system. GOES-16, Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite 16; IMERG, Integrated Multi-SatEllite Retrieval for the Global Precipitation Measurement
(GPM); OOB, out-of-bags; RF, random forest.

conducted by RF classification, where all cloudy pixels
from the binary class of cloud mask (BCM) (Heidinger
& Center, U. of W.–M. S. S. and E. & Research, N. N.
C. for S. A, 2011) are classified into rainy or non-rainy.
After the rainfall rate assignment is realized by RF
regression, the respective RF regression model is
applied to the second step’s RF classification model.

The quality of both RF models (i.e., the RF classifica
tion and RF regression models) is assessed using the
validation dataset. Finally, the RF models are applied
to the independent time period and validated against
the independent gauge data.
The RF classification and RF regression training is
conducted based on the MW overpasses in the
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IMERG, and the feature selection and tuning of the
hyperparameters are performed monthly. The term
“feature” used in the RF models has the same meaning
as “predictor.” The number of available models for
one day ranges from 1 to 4 on average, depending on
the time of year (Figure 2). In regions with complex
topography, the higher temporal resolution models
lead to better precipitation estimates (Kolbe et al.,
2019).

Data processing – matching between GOES-16
and the microwave-based IMERG
To train and validate the rainfall retrieval model, mul
tiband GOES-16 Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) IR
data, IMERG data, and the digital elevation model
(DEM) were downloaded and extracted for Ecuador
(Figure 1 – data processing stage). The GOES-16 and
IMERG data were processed in Python 2.7. Because of
the different spatial resolutions of the GOES-IR bands
and the BCM (~2 km2), IMERG (~11 km2), and DEM
(~1 km2), we used the average resampling techniques
in gdal (Contributors, 2018) to ensure pixel matching
between the different datasets. All of the data were

projected to WGS84 and resampled to the spatial
resolution of the IMERG (~11 km2).
We used different sub-datasets in the IMERG pro
duct (Table A1 in Appendix A). We selected training
and validation pixels from “precipitationCal” when the
overpass of passive microwaves (PMWs) was available
(“HQobservation”). We filtered the pixels where the
“PrecipitationQualityIndex” was >0.6 (which indicates
the current half-hour microwave swath data)
(Huffman, 2019b).
In the pixels of the training and validation datasets,
we also selected the “IRprecipitation” from the
IMERG. This dataset provides level 3 IR retrieval
from PERSIANN-CCS in the IMERG. These IR data
are calibrated to the merged PMW-only estimates
regionally (Huffman et al., 2019a). We used this data
set to compare it to the results of our rainfall retrieval.
To compile the most solid dataset for model train
ing and validation, we defined the following criteria:
(i) For temporal matching; we collected paired GOES16 and the microwave-based IMERG where the differ
ence in the observation time (scan time for GOES and
“HQobservationTime” for the IMERG) between both
datasets was within 7 min; (ii) the IMERG
“PrecipitationQualityIndex” was considered to select

Figure 2. The number of scenes with enough data for the RF model training and validation for Ecuador. Boxes show the 25th, 50th,
and 75th percentiles. Whiskers extend to the most extreme data points between the 75th and 25th percentiles. Outliers are shown
as diamonds.

Table 1. Overview of the predictor variables considered for the RF regression and the RF classification.
GOES satellite
GOES bands
IR 3.9
WV 6.2
WV 6.9
WV 7.3
IR 8.4
IR 9.6
IR 10.3
IR 11.2
IR 12.3
IR 13.3

Derived data
ΔT (all band combinations)
VAR (all bands)
MAD (all bands)
ROD (all bands)
CV (all band combinations)
PCV (all band combinations)

Ancillary geoinformation
ELV
TPI
TRI
Slope
Aspect

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) bands are shown with their central wavelength in micrometers (µm). ΔT indicates the
temperature band differences. CV, cross-variogram; EL, terrain elevation; IR, infrared; MAD, madogram; PCV, pseudo-CV; ROD, rodogram; TPI,
Topographic Position Index; TRI, Topographic Ruggedness Index; VAR, variogram; WV, water vapor.
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pixels with the high-quality merged MW-only preci
pitation estimates (“HQprecipitation”); (iii) following
Hou et al. (2014), we used a threshold of 0.2 mm/h to
distinguish between rainy and non-rainy pixels in the
IMERG product; (iv) we only considered cloudy pixels
detected by the BCM. The predictor variables listed in
Table 1 were extracted for the pixels fulfilling all cri
teria only, together with the corresponding MW-only
precipitation estimate. Then the dataset is divided into
training/validation dataset and application (tempo
rally independent validation). The training/validation
dataset was randomly divided into a training dataset
(70%) and a validation dataset (30%).
To consider the complex diurnal precipitation pro
cesses in Ecuador, the above mentioned approach was
applied on a scene-based, whenever possible.
According to the criteria mentioned above, whenever
enough rainy pixels of the MW-based IMERG rainfall
product were available for a scene of the study area, we
compiled a scene-based dataset. Of this scene-based
dataset 70% of the pixels were used for model training
and the remaining 30% of the pixels were used for
validation.
Figure 2 provides an overview of the number of
scenes used for the RF model training and validation
in Ecuador for each month. The overall pixels used for
the RF model training and validation were 1,202,213
and 516,145, respectively.

Training and validation of the RF models
Model training and hyperparameter selection for
the RF models
For rain area delineation cloudy pixels were separated
into rainy and non-rainy areas by the implementation
of RF classification in Scikit-learn-0.20.2 (Pedregosa et
al., 2011) in Python 2.7 (Figure 1 – Training). The
classification training dataset was extremely unba
lanced. The average ratio between the non-rainy and
rainy pixels in a scene was approximately 10:1. To
address this imbalance, we kept all of the observations
belonging to the minority rainy class (microwavebased IMERG >0.2 mm/h) and randomly selected
(with replacement) non-rainy pixels according to dif
ferent ratios (Table A2 in Appendix A). Finally, we
decided on five times more non-rainy pixels than rainy
pixels, which provided the highest Heidke skill score
(HSS) (Table A2 in Appendix A).
The first step for RF classification is determining
the most important predictors and hyperparameter
tuning (Figure 1 Training). Both steps are conducted
monthly. Concerning feature selection, a common
precipitation retrieval approach based on GEO IR
data is defining a relationship between cloud-top
brightness temperatures and reference rainfall
amounts, assuming the rainfall rate increases as the
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cloud-top temperature decreases. As shown in several
studies (Behrangi et al., 2009, 2010; Turini et al., 2019),
other GEO-derived rainfall-relevant features could
improve rainfall retrieval from satellites.
In this study, selecting the most important predic
tors was achieved by applying recursive feature elim
ination (Figure A1 in Appendix A). This process
determines the best-performing predictor sets out of
the initial predictor space (Table 1). The RF modeling
was started with all 181 predictors, and the least sig
nificant predictors were removed based on the “feature
importance” metrics using Scikit-learn for RF meth
ods (Breiman, 2001). At the end of each iteration,
before removing the least important predictor, the
model’s quality was calculated using the out-of-bags
(OOB) score (Breiman, 2001; Pedregosa et al., 2011).
Ultimately, we filtered the predictors with the best
average ranking based on feature importance and the
highest OOB score from the original set of 181
monthly.
Then, to obtain robust RF performance results, we
tuned and optimized the hyperparameters. We itera
tively tuned the hyperparameters monthly, including
the total number of decision trees and the number of
input features (n) used at each node, to determine the
optimal setting for the RF classification. Moreover, a
grid search of the parameter options was conducted to
identify the best combination of hyperparameters
based on the OOB score and optimal processing time.
For addressing the imbalance between the nonrainy and rainy pixels monthly, we selected 2000 pixels
randomly from the minority class (rainy pixels) and
10,000 pixels from the majority class (non-rainy pix
els) for both the predictor selection and the hyperpara
meter tuning (Turini et al., 2019). Additionally, we
used the ‘class_weight = “balanced” in RF from
Scikit-learn-0.20.2 (Pedregosa et al., 2011) to include
a balanced weight bootstrap subsample of the RF
models. This balance mode automatically adjusts
weights inversely proportional to the class frequencies
(Pedregosa et al., 2011). To ensure spatially and tem
porally robust results, we repeated the predictor selec
tion and hyperparameter tuning 50 times to produce
50 independent datasets of randomly selected pixels
for each month (Turini et al., 2019).
For the rainfall rate assignment, the RF regression
model was trained with rainfall information from the
microwave-based IMERG (rainfall rate >0.2 mm/h).
The feature selection and hyperparameter tuning were
conducted in the same way as for the RF classification.
As rainfall rates are not evenly distributed, unbalanced
rainfall datasets are difficult to predict by RF. To
obtain more balanced rainfall datasets, we applied
two different undersampling methods. In this case,
undersampling signifies the removal of low rainfall
rates with high frequencies in favor of high rainfall
rates with low frequencies.
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The first undersampling was applied during the
monthly feature selection and hyperparameter tuning.
We classified the rainfall rate monthly with a range of
1 mm/h and estimated the probability of occurrence
(PO) of every class. The average probability of occur
rence (APO) was calculated by simply summing up all
POs to the number of defined classes each month. If
the PO in a class was higher than the APO, we ran
domly selected rainfall pixels from said class until the
PO reached the APO. If the classes of precipitation
rate ranges contained fewer pixels than the APO, we
took all of these classes’ values.
We applied the second undersampling during the
monthly feature selection and hyperparameter tuning
and on the RF scene-based training. Here, we used the
sample weight in the fit command of the RF package
“compute sample weight,” which assigns a balanced
weight to each rainfall class in the bootstrap sub-data
set (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
Table A3 in Appendix A summarizes the model’s
performance with and without applying the class_
weight or compute_sample_weight functions in RF.
Validation of rainfall area delineation and rainfall
rate assignment
The result RF classification and RF regression was
validated against the independent microwave-based
IMERG rainfall from the validation datase.
Validation was done for the detected rainfall area
and the assigned rainfall rate separately and the com
bined final rainfall product (RF-combined).
To analyze the performance of the RF classification,
we calculated the HSS, probability of detection (POD),
and false alarm ratio (FAR) in the study area over the
study period (Table A4 in Appendix A). Meanwhile, to
evaluate the performance of the RF regression, we
used the correlation coefficient (R), the root-meansquare error (RMSE), and the mean absolute error
(MAE) (Table A4 in Appendix A). The validation
statistics were calculated for every scene for which
enough validation pixels were available. To analyze a
potential improvement of our approach compared to
existing retrieval models that rely only on one IR
channel, we validated the IR-only sub-dataset in the
IMERG in the same way.
We have also used these validation metrics to ana
lyze the spatial performance of the rain area delinea
tion and rain rate assignment. We evaluated all
metrics for each pixel in the study area. Moreover, to
better understand the model performance with respect
to the rainfall rate in the different regions, the relative
RMSE and MAE were calculated by dividing their
values in each pixel by the average MW-based
IMERG rainfall rate over the whole period.
Furthermore, the mean differences between the MWbased IMERG rainfall rate and the RF-combined

model from the validation dataset were investigated.
To calculate the mean difference, we subtracted the
MW-based IMERG rainfall in each pixel from that of
the RF-combined model and averaged it over the
whole period.
Application and validation of the model in GOES
native resolution
To generate the RF rainfall retrieval at a high spatio
temporal resolution (2 km2, 15 min), we applied the
models in the scenes where the microwave-based
IMERG was available in the same time slot and the
following scenes until the next microwave-based
IMERG RF model was available.
To analyze our approach’s potential improvement
compared to the IR-only IMERG, we also generated
the RF rainfall retrieval for 11 km2 and 15 min. The
rainfall area delineation and rainfall rate assignment’s
overall performance was investigated against gauge
stations (Figure 4) for the studied period using the
HSS and R, respectively (Table A4 of Appendix A).
For this purpose, the RF rainfall retrieval data (15 min
and 2 km2/11 km2) were aggregated to the gauge data’s
daily resolution. The aggregation was conducted when
at least 92 scenes of the RF rainfall retrieval were
available. The IR-only IMERG data were aggregated
daily when at least 42 scenes from the IR-only IMERG
were available. We used a threshold of 0.6 mm/day to
delineate between rainy and non-rainy days. The R
was calculated for days with rain in all datasets.

Dataset
GOES
GOES-16 is placed at 75.2°W longitude as its opera
tional location (Goodman, 2020; Schmit et al., 2017).
The primary instrument is the Advanced Baseline
Imager (ABI), a multispectral passive imaging radio
meter. ABI measures the Earth’s radiance in 16 spec
tral channels ranging from visible (0.47 µm) to longwave IR (13.3 µm) every 15 min. Included are ten IR
bands between 3.9 and 13.4 µm with a nominal spatial
resolution of 2 km2 at the sub-satellite point. GOES-16
has been available since 19 April 2017, and this study
used data from only one year, 19 April 2017 to 19
April 2018. The dataset from 19 April 2017 to 30
November 2017 is used for training and validation,
and the dataset between 1 January to 19 April 2018 is
used for application and temporally independent vali
dation of the algorithm.
Several studies have shown that multispectral satel
lite data provide information about microphysical and
optical cloud properties (Inoue, 1985; Lensky &
Rosenfeld, 2003; Ou et al., 1993; Stone et al., 1990;
Strabala et al., 1994); therefore, such data can improve
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satellite-based rainfall retrievals (Kolbe et al., 2019,
2020; Kühnlein et al., 2014a, 2014b; Turini et al.,
2019). Thies et al. (2008) demonstrated that the chan
nel differences between IR bands provide information
about the cloud phase, the cloud top, and the cloud
water path, which can improve satellite-based rainfall
retrievals (Kolbe et al., 2020; Kühnlein et al., 2014b;
Turini et al., 2019). We, therefore, considered the IR
bands and the IR channel differences as predictor
variables in our RF-based approach.
Spatial information, such as the variance within
spectral bands, which are important for capturing
clouds’ heterogeneity, cannot be obtained by only
looking at single pixel values (Egli et al., 2018).
Information about the spatial variance within a given
raster dataset has improves the output of satellitebased cloud detection and rainfall retrieval techniques
(Egli et al., 2018; Kolbe et al., 2019, 2020; Schulz et al.,
2017; Turini et al., 2019). To consider the spatial
variability of raining clouds, texture features were
calculated from these predictor variables using a
5 × 5 pixel moving window approach. For individual
predictors, variograms (VARs), madograms (MADs),
and rodograms (RODs) were calculated, while for each
possible predictor variable combination, cross-vario
grams (CVs) and pseudo cross-variograms (PCVs)
were calculated (Egli et al., 2018; Kolbe et al., 2019,
2020; Turini et al., 2019) (please refer to Schulz et al.
(2017) for more information). In addition to the
GOES-16 IR channels, the BCM was used to restrict
the rainfall retrieval algorithm to cloudy pixels. A list
of the predictors based on GOES spectral bands is
shown in Table 1.
Ancillary geo-information
Due to their high weather variability, mountainous
regions present a great challenge to satellite-based
rainfall retrievals (Dinku et al., 2007, 2008).
Therefore, in this study, the terrain elevation
(ELV), Topographic Position Index (TPI),
Topographic Roughness Index (TRI), slope, and
aspect (orientation of the slope) were considered.
The ELV was provided by the Global 30 ArcSecond Elevation DEM (ORNL DAAC, 2017). The
TRI, slope, and aspect were retrieved from the ELV
in GRASS GIS-7 (Neteler et al., 2012), and the TPI
was calculated from the ELV in SAGA (Conrad et
al., 2015). Table 1 provides an overview of the
predictors. . Initially, we considered 181 predictors
for the development of the RF models.
IMERG
The IMERG is a product that merges and intercali
brates all available MW-based precipitation
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estimates, MW-calibrated IR estimates, and rain
gauge measurements globally (Huffman et al.,
2019a). Here, we used the IMERG-V06, which is the
latest available version, for which Tan et al. (2019)
demonstrated the general improvement in the pre
cipitation field compared to version-05. The IMERGV06 uses five PMW instruments to estimate rainfall.
The PMW precipitation estimates were intercali
brated by applying the CMORPH algorithm (Joyce
et al., 2004) to compute the motion vectors from the
IR measurements and the diverse atmospheric vari
ables in numerical models to produce the gridded
rainfall at a fine resolution quasi-globally (11 km2,
30 min). This gridded product was completed by
microwave-calibrated rainfall estimates retrieved
from an artificial neural network model from
PERSIANN-CCS (Hong et al., 2004) and GEO IR.
The final rainfall estimate was calibrated with
monthly gauge data from the Global Precipitation
Climatology Center (GPCC) (Huffman et al., 2019a)
(for more information, refer to Huffman et al.
(2019a)). The different sub-datasets in the IMERG
final half-hourly product used in this study are
shown in Table A1 in the Appendix A.
The microwave-based rainfall estimates from the
IMERG-V06 product with the highest quality (see
Data processing – matching between GOES-16 and
the microwave-based IMERG section for more infor
mation) were used as a reference for developing the
GOES-IR rainfall retrieval. The spatial distribution of
the MW-based IMERG average rainfall rate for the
study period is illustrated in Figure 3(a). Overall, the
rainfall rate varied between 0.2 and >8 mm/h. The
rainfall distributed unevenly over the country,
depending on the altitude of the regions. The
Amazon area was rainier compared to the Andes and
the Pacific coastal plains. The rainfall in mountainous
areas showed more variability in space, ranging
between 0.2 and 6 mm/h. In transition areas from
the Andes to the Amazon rainforest, the rainfall rate
increased, mostly in the southeast of Ecuador. The
rainfall in these regions was predominantly of the
subscale convective systems (Bendix et al., 2009). For
the semi-arid areas in the Southwest of Ecuador and
the Northwest of Peru lower rainfall rates between 0.2
and 4 mm/h can be seen.

Gauges
We used a rain gauge network comprising 22 stations
with daily resolution (Figure 4) to validate the final RF
rainfall retrieval. The data were acquired from the
National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology
(INAMHI) in Ecuador. These data are not part of
the GPCC network and were thus not considered for
the gauge-calibrated final IMERG product.
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of (a) the microwave-based IMERG average rain rate from 19 April 2017 to 30 November 2020, and (b)
the elevation.

Results
Feature selection and the most important
predictors
Figure 5(a) illustrates the optimum number of predic
tors for RF classification (orange) and RF regression
(blue) with the respective optimum OOB score. The
RF classification showed a number of features between
18 and 25 for an OOB score of approximately 0.85 and
did not vary much between the months. The RF regres
sion offered a higher variability between the months,
with the best model performance for 25 features with an
OOB score of ~0.6. Figure 5(b) shows the selected
features and the feature importance for both the RF
classification and the RF regression. Ancillary geoinfor
mation played a vital role in modeling the rain area and
the rainfall amount, which is not surprising, as elevation
played a crucial role in the rain dynamics. The texture
features were also identified as important predictors for
the RF models. This especially holds for the PCV calcu
lated for the different channel combinations.

Temporal validation of the RF rainfall retrieval
To assess the quality of the RF rainfall retrieval during
the validation/training period (19 April 2017 to 31
November 2017), verification scores for the RF classi
fication, the RF regression, and the RF-combined
model were investigated. The verification scores are

shown as a monthly boxplot to understand the model
performance at different times of the study period
(Figures 6–8). December 2017 was not included due
to the low availability of GOES-16 data.
The boxes show the monthly 25th, 50th, and 75th
percentiles of the verification indices. The whiskers
extend to the maximum and minimum verification
scores in a month between the 75th and 25th percen
tiles. Beyond the whiskers, the scores are considered
outliers and are plotted as individual diamonds
(Hunter, 2007).
Regarding the RF classification (Figure 6), the med
ian of the POD per month varied between 0.55 and
0.63 in October 2017 and November 2018, respec
tively. The overall performance indicated by the HSS
experienced slight changes between the different
months, with higher amplitudes in April and
September and an overall median of HSS of ~0.6.
The average FAR per month ranged from ~0.21 to
~0.4. Compared to the IR-only IMERG, the RF classi
fication models show better performance.
For the RF regression, the median of the R, RMSE,
and MAE per month (Figure 7) was ~0.6, ~1.5 mm/h,
and ~1.4 mm/h, respectively. The monthly variation in
the values indicated no changes. As with the RF clas
sification, the RF regression model outperformed the
IR-only IMERG results.
Altogether, the RF-combined model validation
resulted in R values between ~0.5 and ~0.62 (Figure
8). Compared to the validation results for the
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Figure 4. The distribution of the gauges used in this study. INAMHI, National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology.

independent RF regression (Figure 7), this is of lower
quality. Again, the RF-combined model outperformed
the IR-only IMERG.
Figure 9 displays the monthly mean and maximum
rainfall amounts for the RF-combined model and the
MW-based IMERG. Concerning the mean rainfall rate,
the RF-combined model showed an overestimation
compared to the MW-based IMERG, although the

annual cycle was in good accordance in both datasets.
The extreme events were analyzed if the maximum
rainfall amount per month in the MW-based IMERG
could be reproduced by the RF-combined model for the
same location and the same time step. The graph indi
cates that the RF models had problems detecting high
rainfall amounts compared to the MW-based IMERG
and underestimated the rainfall amount.
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Figure 5. Feature selection: (a) Number of features selected for the RF classification and regression with the related optimum OOB
score for the training/validation period. (b) The most important predictors and related features for both the RF classification and
the RF regression. The predictors were selected when chosen at least three times for both the RF regression and the RF
classification. Boxes show the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the feature importance. Whiskers extend to the most extreme
data points between the 75th and 25th percentiles. Outliers are shown as diamonds.

Spatial validation of the RF rainfall retrieval
Figure 10 shows the spatial performance of the RF
classification for the studied period. The HSS (Figure
10(a)) and POD (Figure 10(b)) share similarities in
their spatial distribution. In the east of Ecuador, with
the Amazon rainforest and a higher average rainfall
rate (Figure 3(a)), the overall performance of the RF
was better, proven by higher POD (Figure 10(b)),
higher HSS (Figure 10(a)), and lower FAR (Figure 10
(c)) values.
Along the Ecuadorian coast with lower average
rainfall rates (Figure 3(a)), the HSS (Figure 10(a))
was between ~0.1 and ~0.8 with higher uncertainties
near the cities of Jipijapa (in the south) and Muisne (in
the north). The performance of the RF classification

models seemed to be influenced by the topography
(Figure 3(b)). The HSS values (Figure 10(a)) are
lower in areas around the peak elevations near
Azogues, Ambato (Chimborazo area), Cuenca (Cajas
National Park), and Sangolqui-Quito (Pichincha vol
cano). The FAR (Figure 10(c)) showed comparatively
higher values in these high-elevation areas.
The RF classification showed some uncertainties
from the coastal transition areas to the Andes and
the Andes to the Amazon rainforest. As an example,
this was indicated by the high FAR value of approxi
mately 0.75 at – 78.5°W and – 1.5°S (Imbabura
Volcano), as well as the lower POD and HSS values
for these regions. Altogether, the evaluation results
indicate inaccuracies in the RF classification for the
highest elevations around the volcanoes.
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Figure 6. Box plots of the verification scores for the rainfall area delineation (RF classification), over the microwave swath in
training/validation period. Boxes show the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. Whiskers extend to the most extreme data points
between the 75th and 25th percentiles. Outliers are shown as diamonds.

Figure 10(d) provides an overview of the RF classi
fication performance, along with the altitude. A terrain
elevation of approximately 0–500 m.a.s.l has the best
performance; such heights are located in the Amazon
and the coastal areas (Figure 3(b)). With increasing
elevation, the rain area delineation’s performance
decreased until 3500 m.a.s.l. For regions above
3500 m.s.a.l, the models performed poorly.
Altogether, the graph confirms the low performance
of the rain area delineation in the higher elevation and
volcano regions of the Andes.
The evaluation results of the RF-combined model
are displayed in Figure 11. The calculated mean differ
ences between the average rainfall rates from the RFcombined model and the MW-based IMERG product
indicates an overestimation by the RF-combined
model over almost the entire Ecuador. In the mideast of Ecuador and the southern parts of the Andes,

the RF-combined model showed an underestimation.
Moreover, across the eastern slopes of the Andes, with
generally higher rainfall rates, the model underesti
mated the rainfall (Figure 3).
The relative MAE (Figure 11(b)) and relative
RMSE (Figure 11(c)) show similar spatial perfor
mances, which seem to be related to the spatial
distribution of the average rainfall rate in Figure 3
(a). For areas with lower average rainfall rates in
mountainous regions, higher relative MAE and
RMSE values were calculated. This is also true for
the western parts of the coastal plains and the
semi-arid areas of northwestern Peru and south
western Ecuador. The RF-combined model per
formed better in the Amazon basin. Figure 11(d)
shows the better performance of the RF-combined
model for higher rainfall rates concerning R and
MAE. The mean differences between the
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Figure 7. Box plots of the verification scores for the rainfall rate assignment over the microwave swath in training/validation
period. Boxes show the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. Whiskers extend to the most extreme data points between the 75th and
25th percentiles. Outliers are shown as diamonds.

microwave-based IMERG and RF-combined model
rainfall rates increased for higher rainfall rates.
The RMSE and MAE values for the study area are
between 0 and 4 mm/h (Figure 12(a,b)). Higher RMSE
and MAE values can be seen in the transition zones
from lower to higher altitudes across the eastern and
western slopes of the Andes. For example, high MAE
and RMSE values occurred at – 79.45° W and – 1.15° S
and at – 77.3° W and 1.36° S. This corresponds to areas
with higher mean rainfall rates (Figure 3(a)). The R
values show a higher spatial variability in the RF-com
bined model’s performance, and lower R values can be
found in some higher elevated areas and along the coast.
Generally, the model performance slightly increases
with elevation but decreases at very high elevations
(Figure 12(d)).

The overall performance of the RF rainfall
retrieval compared to gauge data
We compared the final product of the RF rainfall
retrieval in two different spatial resolutions against
independent daily gauge measurements from 1
January to 19 April 2018.
The results for the RF rainfall retrieval in 11 km2
resolution showed a median HSS of 0.35 for all
INAMHI rain gauge stations (Figure 13(a)), while
the HSS for the IR-only IMERG product tends
toward 0.2. The RF rainfall retrieval shows a better
performance in estimating the rainfall rate (Figure
13(a)) with R values around ~0.34 (Figure 13(a)).
Figure 13(c,d) displays the spatial distribution of
the HSS and R values for the RF rainfall retrieval in
15 min and 2 km2 resolution. The worst HSS was
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Figure 8. Box plots of the verification scores for the rainfall rate assignment combined with the rain area delineation (RF-combined
model), over the microwave swath in training/validation period. Boxes show 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. Whiskers extend to
the most extreme data points between the 75th and 25th percentiles. Outliers are shown as diamonds.

Figure 9. The monthly mean and maximum rain rates for RF-combined model and the microwave-based IMERG in the training/
validation period.
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Figure 10. Distribution of (a) POD, (b) FAR, and (c) HSS in the study region for the retrieval of the rain area. The performance of the
RF classification along the elevation is shown in (d) over the training/validation period. The variables were calculated for each grid
point of the validation dataset over the training/validation period.

related to the transition areas from the Andes to the
Amazon rainforest. The highest HSS of ~0.5 was
obtained for the station near Portoviejo. The R value
was also the most substantial for the station near
Portoviejo, and was high (~0.4–~0.7) in the western/

northern parts of Ecuador and the Amazon region.
For the northern stations, lower R values were
observed. The median R value for all the stations was
~0.33, and the best correlation was ~0.70. The HSS did
not show much variability across the different regions.
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Figure 11. Spatial distribution of (a) the mean differences between the MW-based IMERG and the RF-combined model rain rates;
(b) the relative MAE; (c) the relative RMSE; (d) the performance of the rainfall retrieval as box plots for low, medium, and high
precipitation rates according to percentiles. The boxes display the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. The relative MAE and RMSE
were calculated by dividing the MAE and RMSE values in each pixel by the average MW-based IMERG rainfall rate over the training/
validation period. Nan is the values in which no data from MW-based IMERG was available.

Discussion
The feature selection results for the RF classification
and the RF regression indicated that the models iden
tified the close link between topography and rainfall.
The feature importance of ancillary geoinformation

was relatively high compared to the other predictors
and was frequently selected. This shows that elevation
plays a vital role in the rainfall model. The selected
predictors for both models showed that the models
preferred to use two bands in combination, where the
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Figure 12. The (a) RMSE, (b) MAE, and (c) R in relation to latitude, longitude, and elevation. The (d) RMSE, MAE, and R spatially
averaged in relation to elevation over the training/validation period.

dominant texture metric selected in almost all months
was the PCV. This was also shown by Egli et al. (2018)
and Turini et al. (2019).
The models showed a high R (~0.64) with a low
RMSE (~2.78 mm/h) and a low MAE (~1.66 mm/h).
The variability of the R per month (Figure 8) indicated
a connection to the detected rain area (Figure 6).
Following the rain delineation models’ lower perfor
mance in July 2017 and October 2017, the RF-com
bined model’s quality was also worse for these months.
The verification scores for the rain area delineation
showed an improvement in comparison to previous
studies. On average, the HSS in our study was ~0.6,
while in the studies by Huffman et al. (2019a) and Min
et al. (2019) was between 0.2 and 0.5 and 0.53, respec
tively. This might be due to our study’s feature selection
process, but not in the mentioned studies. For Ecuador,

the study of Ward et al. (2011) revealed POD of ~0.36
and FAR of ~0.2 for the rain area in the TRMM 3B42
product at a daily timescale and a spatial resolution of
0.25° in a small basin of Paute in Ecuador near Cuenca.
In this region, our RF models for the rain area delinea
tion obtained POD between ~0.3 and ~0.48 and FAR
between ~0.2 and ~0.3 in 15 min and 0.1°. This shows
the application of new ML algorithms such as RF could
improve MW–IR blending algorithms.
Concerning the rainfall rate assignment, the med
ian R in our study was between ~0.5 and ~0.62 for
half-hourly retrievals, while Kühnlein et al. (2014a)
obtained R between 0.14 and 0.46 for Germany at an
hourly resolution. In another study, Kühnlein et al.
(2014b) achieved R between 0.69 and 0.72 on an
hourly scale in Germany. Our product had a slightly
lower performance than that of Kühnlein et al.
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Figure 13. (a) Boxplot of the validation measures of HSS and R for the comparison of RF rainfall retrieval and the IR-only IMERG at
an 11 km resolution against the INAMHI gauge data. The scores were calculated based on all the available data for the period
between 1 January 2018 and 19 April 2018. The boxes display the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. (b) An example of the RF-based
rainfall rate for 12 January 2018 at 18:00 UTC at a high spatiotemporal resolution (15 min and 2 km2). (c) Spatial distribution of the
HSS for the RF rainfall retrieval in 2 km2 and at daily resolution. (d) Spatial distribution of the R for the RF rainfall retrieval in 2 km2
and at daily resolution.

(2014b), which might be due to the more complex
topography in Ecuador than Germany. Small-scale
regional conventions are common in Ecuador
(Bendix et al., 2009), while Germany has large-scale

advective systems, particularly in winter, which are
easier to detect. Subscale convective rainfall systems
due to local topographic conditions (Bendix et al.,
2009) are probably not captured by GOES data,
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while the large-scale advective rainfall systems in
Germany are easier to detect.
The validation of the TRMM in Ecuador with inter
polated rainfall data from intense gauges revealed a
mean R of 0.82 for a monthly spatial resolution of
0.25° (Erazo et al., 2018). Kühnlein et al. (2014b)
showed that the performance of rainfall products
increases by increasing the time interval.
Figure 9 indicates that the RF models have pro
blems in predicting high rainfall rates, which was
also shown by Kühnlein et al. (2014b). Since the
applied RF regression model is a very low-order
regression model (only the average of the observations
over the leaves was used), extreme events were under
estimated compared to the training dataset’s average
values (Kühnlein et al., 2014b). Therefore, estimating
the extreme events useful for flood management, e.g.,
under El Niño conditions (e.g., Bendix et al. (2017))
remains a challenge for the proposed RF-based rainfall
retrieval.
The RF classification results indicated a relation
ship to the different climate zones in the study area. In
the semi-arid regions in the southwest of Ecuador and
the northwest of Peru, the RF models showed lower
HSS and POD (Figure 10(a,b)) than the more rainy
regions in the Amazon rainforest. For the RF-com
bined model, higher MAE and RMSE were found in
the semi-arid areas with lower rainfall rates (Figures 3
and Figure 10). Training separate models for different
climate zones might be an approach for further
improvement.
The spatial details of the RF models’ performance
enable us to identify better the error sources and their
contributions to different climates. The spatial varia
bility in the RF model performance could also be
attributed to the fact that the training and validation
pixels were selected randomly in each scene. As a
result, the RF models were better able to capture the
short-term variability of the rainfall distribution. The
more extended training period provided more infor
mation from the MW swats in different regions and
times (Behrangi et al., 2010; Turini et al., 2019).
Another reason for the spatial differences in the ver
ification score could be related to the different viewing
geometries between the GEO and the polar-orbiting
MW systems (Behrangi et al., 2010; Turini et al., 2019).
These problems introduce some lags in rainfall events
that might be problematic for rainfall structure analy
sis (Behrangi et al., 2010). Furthermore, differences
between the MW systems considered in the GPM
constellation might be an issue. According to Tan et
al. (2019), MW sensors’ different properties could lead
to different rainfall rates for the same rainfall event,
even when the same retrieval scheme is applied.
The results confirmed the rainfall estimation
limitations of satellites across regions with a com
plex topography (Figures 10(d) and Figure 11(d)).

In Ecuador, high-elevation areas and volcanoes are
covered by ice, which is erroneous in the MWbased IMERG (Huffman, 2019b); this is a surfacescreening problem. The snow and ice on the
ground weaken the upwelling microwave signal,
erroneously considered the PMW retrieval’s rainfall
(Petković & Kummerow, 2017).
Compared to the IR-only IMERG, the RF models
showed distinct improvements in rain area delineation
(Figure 7) and rainfall rate assignment (Figure 8). This
is in agreement with the results of Kolbe et al. (2019,
2020), and Turini et al. (2019). Also, we compared our
product with INAMHI gauge measurements. The RFbased rainfall retrieval performed better on the 11 km2
and 15 min scale than the IR-only IMERG (Figure 11
(a)). This illustrates the higher potential of using mul
tispectral GEO data rather than only one IR channel
rainfall retrieval, as is done in the IMERG.
We found an R of ~0.33 and a HSS of ~0.27 for the
RF-based rainfall retrieval (2 km2, 15 min). Zubieta et
al. (2017) examined TRMM-based products’ perfor
mance (TMPA V7 and TMPA RT) and the IMERGV03 with a spatial resolution of 0.25° and 0.1°, respec
tively, in the Peruvian–Ecuadorian Amazon basin. In
this study, the daily HSS varied from 0 to 0.2 in the
Andean region. Our RF-based rainfall retrieval
showed HSS values from 0.05 to 0.5 for the same
areas at a 2 km2 and 15 min resolution.
The evaluation results for the IMERG and TMPA
obtained by Manz et al. (2017) at a daily scale and
0.25° revealed higher R in regions with higher preci
pitation, confirming our results. In the same study, the
IMERG-V05 (R of ~0.2 to ~0.5) showed a better R
than the TMPA product (R of ~0.2), which still con
firms the better performance of our RF-based rainfall
retrieval (R of ~0.33).
It must be noted that the evaluation of satellitebased precipitation products using a few gauges has
uncertainties. One reason is the different measure
ments and viewing geometry. Another issue is the
point observations from a scarce gauge network that
cannot represent the spatial rainfall distribution. In
regions with substantial precipitation variability at
the local scale, such as in Ecuador, this is more rele
vant for validating satellite-based rainfall products
(Tang et al., 2018). Another point is the daily temporal
aggregation of our satellite-based rainfall product. Due
to the scan cycle, some rain events might not be
captured by our retrieval method. More rain gauges
with a higher temporal resolution and a ground-based
radar network would be ideal for a more realistic
validation.

Conclusion
The validation showed that the RF models could
retrieve good rainfall information over Ecuador with
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higher accuracy than the IR-only IMERG. This illus
trates the viability of our approach and the benefit of
using multispectral IR data. Meanwhile, the spatial
variability of the evaluation illustrates the influence
of different climate zones and topography in
Ecuador, which should be investigated in more detail
in future studies.
High precipitation values were underestimated by
the proposed algorithm, as mentioned earlier, due to
RF regression problems with extreme values. This is
an important issue for future research. We need more
training datasets with extreme events; therefore, the
ML algorithm can differentiate between heavy and
light rain. A two-step classification approach could
be used for defining extreme rainfall events. The first
step delineates rainy and non-rainy areas. In the sec
ond step, the rainfall area is divided into “non-extreme
rainfall events” and “extreme rainfall events.” A
regionally defined threshold could separate nonextreme rainfall events and extreme rainfall events
based on rainfall amounts. After classification, the RF
regression models could be trained and applied sepa
rately for different classes. Another possibility could
be using other ML techniques such as neural networks
or extreme learning machine algorithms (Deo &
Şahin, 2015).
This study was limited to the available micro
wave-only data of the IMERG. Therefore, some
rainfall events might not have been recorded due
to the overflight of the microwave satellite in
Ecuador, which introduces uncertainty in our mod
el’s training.
The RF-based rainfall retrieval showed medium
performance against daily-scale ground-based rainfall
measurements. To obtain ideas for further improve
ment of the algorithm, we are currently investigating
the error structure in more detail using high-resolu
tion gauge and weather radar data.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. The architecture of recursive feature selection for selecting the most important predictors in the RF classification.
IMERG, Integrated Multi-SatEllite Retrieval for the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM); OOB, out-of-bags.
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Table A1. List of the different sub-datasets in the IMERG-V06 product (half-hourly data final run) and definitions used in this study.
Sub-dataset
precipitationCal
HQobservationTime
IRprecipitation
PrecipitationQualityIndex

Definitions
Multi-satellite precipitation estimate with gauge calibration
Microwave satellite observation time
IR-only precipitation estimate
Quality Index for precipitationCal field

Table A2. Median HSS scores for the random forest (RF) classification with different class ratios and applying “class_
weight = balanced” in RF over the training/validation period.
Model name
Scenario-0
Scenario-1
Scenario-2
Scenario-3
Scenario-4

Ratio between non-rainy (majority class) and rainy (minority class) pixels
1:1
2:1
3:1
4:1
5:1

HSS
0.41
0.53
0.57
0.58
0.6

POD
0.87
0.77
0.70
0.65
0.62

FAR
0.63
0.54
0.40
0.35
0.31

Table A3. Median HSS and R for the RF classification (ratio of 1:5) and the RF regression with and without applying the
class_weight function in the RF model..
Median HSS with a 1:5 ratio distribution for the training/validation period
Including class weight balance
Without class weight balance
0.6
0.58

Median R with for training/validation period
Including class weight balance
Without class weight balance
0.64
0.6

Table A4. Validation metrics with equations, theoretical ranges, and optimum values.
Name
Probability of detection

Metrics equation
POD ¼

TP
TPþFN

Range
[0,1]

Optimum
1

False alarm ratio

FP
FAR ¼ FPþFN

[0,1]

0

Heidke skill score

ðTP�TN FP�FNÞ
HSS ¼ ðTPþFNÞð2FNþTN
ÞþðTPþFPÞðFPþTNÞ

[0–1]

1

-

-

-

-

[–1,1]

1

Mean absolute error

MAE ¼ 1n

Root-mean-square-error

n

RMSE ¼
Correlation coefficient
Mean differences

n
P
jPi Oi j
i¼1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r
P
i¼1

ðPi Oi Þ2
n

Pn
Pn
Pn
n
PO
Pi Þð i¼1 Oi Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffii¼1
ffiffiffiP
ffiffiffiiffiffiffii ffiffiffiðffiffiffiffiffiffi�ffii¼1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�ffi
R ¼ qffiffiffiffiffiP
2
2
n
n
n
n
n
P2 ð i¼1 Pi Þ
n
O2 ð i¼1 Oi Þ
i¼1 i
i¼1 i
Average (microwave-based IMERG minus RF-combined model)

Validation
Spatial and
temporal
Spatial and
temporal
Spatial and
temporal
Spatial and
temporal
Spatial and
temporal
Spatial and temporal
spatial

TP, true positive; FN, false negative; FP, false positive; TN, true negative; P rainfall from RF regression; O microwave-based IMERG rainfall; n, number of
pixels considered in the validation.

